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About This Game

"Of MICE and SAND -REVISED-" puts you in charge of a desert craft and its rodent crew. Brave an alien planet, and turn your
squeaking subordinates into first-class shipmates, all in the name of adventure!
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 Navigate the dunes in search of treasures!

 Craft items to boost your success rate!

 Construct a multitude of rooms, and power up!

 Encounter surprises in the desert!

Scour the searing sea of sand!
Wander the windswept wilderness!

Adventure in ancient, atrophied architecture!
Steer a sturdy, steel vessel! Hear the mice roar!
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i cancelled my flight to Dubai. Its quite intresting....but I think not worth the money.....surely not recommended for players
under 100 hours of flight experience.....Only problem with this is AI speaks too much and makes all the decision....you just have
to follow it...would be better if we could make some decision....otherwise this add on is good. Enjoyable puzzle game with
mechanics which somewhat reminded me of Minesweeper, but also featured some color mixing, among other things.

I enjoyed RYB quite a bit, but by the time complementary colors appeared, some of the puzzles became a bit too big or
complicated to grasp entirely in my head. So I was somewhat frustrated that there was no in-game note-taking (the kind you'd be
used to from e.g. any Sudoku app, marking cells as containing "just a 1, 2, or 4", or here "just yellow or orange"). And in some
of the final puzzles, you're asked to leave some cells black, but there's no way to mark them black for good, so that's yet more
info to keep in your head when you'd much rather mark this somewhere on the puzzle instead.

Other than that, it was a solid experience. The game introduces a surprising amount of variety in the game mechanics, and all or
almost all of it is taught nonverbally. The nonverbal introductions are solid, though not on the level of e.g. The Witness. For
instance, I was initially confused at what the white dots meant, when they were introduced. And in some puzzles I was confused
what it meant when a cell contained some hints, but less than there were surrounding cells. But other than that, I liked the
gradually increasing difficulty curve, and the many challenging puzzles.. This game is a nice little hidden gem.

Plays with a HUB \u00e0 la Super Mario 64. All levels have multiple objectives, you then unlock more levels based on your
progression and there's plenty of collectables.

Loved it.. Unfinnished and buggy mess. You fall through the ground, enemies do not react to you, objects turn randombly
invisible sometimes, and it will just plain crash sometimes. Even the error log is buggy as it seems to not be able to figure out
even how much memory my machie has. Optimization is also apparently some pseudo science the developer doesn't believe in
as I managed to turn the game into a slideshow less than 10min in the game in a certain spot. I really can not grasp what the
game could be doing to make my machine not be able to handle running it smoothly 100% of the time.

If you go to any other direction than the "tutorial path" from the beginning, the whole world is "open" which in reality means
bland and empty. If the first game was bit lacking in level design, this one hasn't been exposed to that consept at all. Sometimes
water streams push you if you jump in them, other times they do nothing. A lot of the "platorming puzzles" can be skipped by
jumping on some other nearby easily climbable block that you can just jump of from and glide over whatever was the "puzzle".
The only part of the game that seemed to have some sort of level design going for it was the tiny short tutorial section, and that
wouldn't have lasted more than 2min (already generous estimate) if I hadn't stopped so often to wonder about everything being
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so... bad.

I also can not understand what possessed the developers to add an "MMO Mode" when the base game is still so lacking and
buggy.

This is going to be the first game on Steam I have ever refunded and will likely stay the only one for a long time. I assumed
based on the first one that I could at least have a laugh at an unfinished demo game with a friend, but honestly this isn't even
that. This is alpha version of a game that I very much doubt will ever become playable. I've dealt with bad games before, and
that's fine, but this one truly is not a full release version worth any money or anyones time.

I do NOT recommend this game to ANYONE. If you want a crappy platformer that looks kinda cute, just buy the first one, stay
away from this. Even the first one feels like demo version or proof of concept, but at least it somewhat works.. I had high hopes
for PC3, but this is just too casual for me. There is no challenge at all once you set up the restaurant and created pizzas that
matches the target market.

Not my cup of tea...sorry refund.. Very good game.. short and sweet. Not much of a story, but quite atmospheric with good
music. Puzzles aren't too difficult and the game wasn't too challenging (may be a good or bad thing depending on what you
prefer). Good game physics. Visuals are very "spartan" :) Good game overall, definitely worth it. I got it on sale, so got more
than my money's worth.. Yes, I enjoyed this. Plays just like the card Game, The AI makes a few strange moves and although I
have not played all the different ones available I have won the game by a rather large margin. Think the AI needs to be a bit
stonger.
Not many playing Online at the moment and so there is no-one around to give a challenging game.
Hopefully this should improve as more people purchase the game.
So, Yes, very good but needs to be bit tougher in order to make the game really exciting.

Update. Seem to be having problems playing an online game. Message read "Object reference not set to an instance of an
object" and then the game crashes. Pity really because I was looking for some good online players. Obviously needs a little more
work to fix this bug.. This is a fun action packed indie game that has a lot of replayability and fun roguelike elements. The game
features a ton of playable characters, each feeling different and unique from one another!

The game itself is a sidescrolling bullet hell platformer that is actually quite addicting. The gameplay is somewhat smooth and it
leaves you wanting to always just play one more round. The graphics are visually good and all fit together nicely. I know that
with the constant updates and support from the devs the game will only become more fun as it is more polished.

I would highly reccommend buying this game when it is on sale, it scratches my itch for a new gungeon or binding of isaac type
game. Thanks for updating the game!
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This is a mostly fun game that is very well done. It is worth a buy if you can tolerate what to me, is a major annoyance.

The biggest problem I have with it, and the reason I probably will never finish it, is that there is no save point before bosses, and
when you die to a boss you are sent back to the start of the dungeon.

To make matter worse, the save point is not even at the start of the dungeon. They are usually a few screens away outside the
dungeon entrance. And to make it even worse still, it automatically uses your healing herb when you hit 0 hp. So, all of this
means when you die to a boss and respawn at the start of the dungeon, you will need to (minor spoiler):

1) walk back through 1-3 screens with enemies to get to the save point.
2) Teleport back to a town and get another herb, and another heal potion if you used it.
3) Teleport back to the dungeon.
4) Walk back 1-3 screens to the entrance.
5) Walk back ??? screens to get to the boss. A shortcut can usually be opened so you don't have to do the whole dungeon again,
but it is still not trivial.
6) If you are like me and it usually takes several attempts to beat bosses, die again and goto 1.

I do give the game props for letting you keep your progress when you die, but this running back and forth got too annoying for
me after 4-5 attempts at the fire boss and that's where I will leave it.

---------------

Edit: I realized that if you select "quit" after you die, rather than "continue", then you re-start at the save point and still have
your herb and potion. This makes the delay in getting back to try the boss again tolerable, but still more trouble than it needs to
be.

I tried a couple more times and beat the fire boss. A little while after that,  some extra enemies are added to the entire world and
with those, along with a good number of enemies that take many hits (20+?) to kill, it just became a slog that I am not motivated
enough to get through.

It's still pretty well done and fun for a while.. This game is pretty horrid, but I got it for free and it came with steam cards.

Buy it on sale, for those sweet, sweet steam cards.
. Fun for about 30 min then it get very boring. It's not very good; by no means mechanically broken, or glitchy, but theres no
inspiration or innovation to be found in this title.

You play as a mouse/rat (whichever has the long tails) and you run through platfoming levels, collecting coi..I mean "fragments"
and the gimmick is that every so often you pick up these pause items. All these allow you to do is pause the game mid action
and move around blocks similar to how the Wizard in Trine and Trine 2 can.

I'll admit I didn't give this game more than an hour or so, but I really could not keep playing after that.

If you're a hardcore puzzle platformer, sure pick this up for a kick, but I'd advise waiting for a REALLY good sale on it.. sexy
ladies!. AWESOMEEEEEEe, although kinda wrong in some parts. Nice Meme! 12/10. Very fun game. Only played 1 round,
but the concept is really interesting and fun
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